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Memorandum

TO: Livingston Biddle
FROM: Robert Wade
SUBJECT: Uniformity in Appointments of Members of the National Council on the Arts

DATE: May 10, 1976

Suggested language per our telephone conversation of today:

"The Committee notes that since the expansion of the National Council on the Arts from 24 to 26 members in 1965, the appointment of two members of the Council is not in conformity with the appointment of the other 24 members as those terms expire (1/3 every two years). The Committee would prefer to see, for purposes of administrative efficiency and simplicity, that the appointment of these two members be made in such a manner as to ensure uniformity to the greatest extent possible, i.e., appointment every two years of 8, 8, and 10 new members."

cc: Nancy Hanks
    Michael Straight
    Dick Contee
    John Clark
    Anne Murphy
    Ana Steele - info only
    L. Reger - info only
    L. Diamond - info only
    Jack Duncan - info only